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How does SD challenge Foresight – improve synergies
SDGs deeply
relevant to our
practice as
government
foresighters

• The SDGs may feel far away – other countries, different types
of challenges, different scale…
• But can help us: lots in common, cross-country learning and
the gift of optimism and inspiration
• SDGs framework as a huge global strategic foresight exercise –
transformational and cash-strapped!

Post-2015 agenda
has led to interest
in SF & thus new
practice in effective
governance

• International Consultations and national-led experimentation
• Core to the role of government and governance. SDG16:
“effective, accountable and inclusive institutions”
• Foresight innovation in five dimensions
• Finland, Israel, Costa Rica - Innovations goes in all directions!

Impact on us: at the
political centre,
personal practice
and in scale

• Governance ecosystem/cycle: vision, foresight, policy, data,
accountability, oversight
• Our Seven Principles of Foresight for Impact
• Frugal foresight – Empowered Futures Initiative

“near-total
failure of our
political
institutions to
invest for the
future”
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Quick Intro
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-“The Post-2015 national consultations
have shown the potential of participative
dialogues about the futures as a powerful
tool. An inspiring narrative and a vision
for all”

“Effective, Accountable
and Inclusive
Institutions”

New scale, participants, focus, methods, institutions
• Opportunities – scale
it’s an international endeavour – all countries and
a global mission of transformation.
Alliances – e.g. ILO country dialogues
• Participants
“no one left behind” – focus on voiceless, powerless
• Areas of focus and concern:
regional conversation on water (SDG6); focus on fragile
stages (e.g. G7plus); comprehensively across
foreign and domestic national policy “national strategic
narrative”
• Methods
“frugal foresight” – under different conditions,
culturally sensitive and capability aware
• Institutions, actors and processes
Government; Judiciary and Audit; others
“We need to build the effectiveness of countries, companies
and international institutions on longer term issues” Oxford
Martin Commission for Future Generations

SDG institutions: Finland, Costa Rica and Israel

Finland: new policies
and institutions

Israeli Ministry of
Environmental Protection calls
for a new role for
governments as stewards of
capital assets
Costa Rica’s cross-ministerial
indicators and contracting,
outreach and engagement

Principles for Foresight with Impact
These principles reflect our belief in foresight as a holistic
approach to empower people to create a better world for
this and future generations.
1. Engaging with the future is valuable and important for
all communities
2. Foresight must be designed for transformation with
decision-makers, while being open & participative
3. Foresight is an art and a science, making a craft
4. Foresight impact comes from following a four stage
journey from scoping to integration
5. Tools are important, but secondary to PURPOSE
6. Both left and right-brain approaches build our personal
practice and future-alert organisations
7. We are part of a wider community of interest and
advocacy

